
NR SURNAME NAME TITLE

1 ACUNZO DAVID Using convolutional networks and fMRI to investigate  the hierarchical stages of semantic integration in sentences

2 ALEXANDROU ANNA MARIA Dynamics of neural representations of imagined stimuli 

3 ALMEIDA JORGE Using neuromodulation to distally affect ventral temporal representations

4 BAINBRIDGE WILMA Using drawings to reveal the object and spatial detail in visual memories

5 BARATTI GRETA A detour task in four species of fishes

6 BEN-YAKOV AYA Intentional rehearsal bypasses the hippocampus during episodic memory encoding

7 BESSON GABRIEL Familiarity for differently-presented visual objects: 230-ms neural activity may underlie exemplar-level representation

8 BRANCACCIO ARIANNA Chunking of information in a working memory task

9 CORICELLI CAROL Decoding representations of food images within the ventral visual stream 

10 COUTANCHE MARC A Common Neural Signature for Encoding Success and Failure for Dynamic Episodes

11 CRISTIANO AZZURRA Inferring deceptive intentions through the Mentalizing System: a TMS priming study

12

13 DELHAYE EMMA Conceptual discrimination in episodic memory is associated with the integrity of the entorhinal cortex in Alzheimer’s disease

14 ECCHER ELENA Conceptual continuity in the development of intent-based moral judgement 

15 FABBRI SARA Real-world solid objects are represented differently to 2-D images and ‘graspable’ 3-D augmented reality images of objects 

16 FABER MYRTHE Overlapping connectivity gradients in the anterior temporal lobe underlie semantic cognition

17 FACCHETTI STEFANIA The modularity of peripersonal space representations: the influence of the vision and tactile sensation on different body parts 

18 SCANDOLA MICHELE Bayesian Multilevel Single Case model (BMSC): a new approach to single case statistical analysis that allows to test the null and the alternative hypotheses

19 FUSCO GABRIELE Visuo-proprioceptive conflicts during tendon vibration: an immersive virtual reality study

20 GIANELLI CLAUDIA Action semantics in the motor system: TMS evidence of shared mechanisms in the linguistical and visual modalities.

21 GIARI GIULIANO Temporal evolution of perception-to-decision-making cortical representations during tactile spatial pattern discrimination

22 GOTTS STEPHEN Using resting-state fMRI to parcellate functional distinctions within the anterior temporal lobe

23 KENETT YOED The dynamic nature of concepts: A semantic network analysis

24 KUHNKE PHILIPP Task-dependent recruitment of modality-specific and multimodal regions during conceptual processing

25 KUHRT DöRTE Transfer of knowledge between conceptual and physical space

26 ST. JOHN NATALIE Physical navigation through a conceptual space

27 LEE SAEBYUL Optimal Encoding of Interval Timing in Rich Event Sequence

28 MARGONI FRANCESCO Do toddlers trust leaders more than bullies? Some preliminary results

29 RUZZANTE DANIELA The human-object divide within sexual objectification: An EEG study

30 SOVRANO VALERIA ANNA The Müller-Lyer illusion in the teleost fish Xenotoca eiseni
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NR SURNAME NAME TITLE

1 LEMAIRE BASTIEN The interaction of predisposed preferences and filial imprinting in chicks (Gallus gallus)

2 LIU RUI Processing of visuospatial perspective-taking and communicative demands during referential pointing

3 HAHAMY AVITAL How do the blind see?  Spontaneous brain activity underlies spontaneous perceptual behaviour

4 MANTEGNA FRANCESCO Decoding self-determined mental imagery through the spatial covariance of MEG signal

5 MARINATO GIORGIO Object-based attention in complex naturalistic auditory scenes

6 MARTIN CHRIS Conceptual similarities between targets and distractors influence visually-guided reaching

7 MATTOS OTAVIO “She wants a teddy bear”: for 13-month-olds, requests are about kinds of objects, not about specific entities 

8 MORANDI RAIKOVA ANASTASIA The effect of eye occlusion on the hippocampal representation of environmental novelty in domestic chicks (Gallus gallus)

9 MUSZ ELIZABETH Shared event comprehension leads to shared activity patterns in “visual” cortices of congenitally blind individuals

10 PACELLA VALENTINA Motor awareness modulates the temporal representation of the action

11 PAPITTO GIORGIO The neural correlates of actions: a meta-analytical perspective on motor domains and movement features

12 PERSICHETTI ANDREW Mapping imagined and executed hand movements across layers in primary motor cortex

13 POLTI IGNACIO The role of hexadirectional coding in spatiotemporal integration

14 POMIECHOWSKA BARBARA Twelve-month-olds productively combine kind and quantity concepts in a word-learning task

15 POTRICH DAVIDE Extra-Visual Systems in the Spatial Reorientation of Cavefish

16 PROKLOVA DARIA How do animal faces contribute to the animate/inanimate distinction in the ventral temporal cortex?

17

18 RAMOT MICHAL Enhancing eye tracking as a behavioral tool using a machine learning approach to image segmentation

19 RIO LAURA Children are less bounded to functional fixedness than adults in interacting with objects

20 SATTA ELEONORA Decoding the temporal dynamics of explicit and implicit intention processing

21 SEKULIC SOVIC MARTINA Lexical-Semantic Processing of Imageability in Early Course Psychosis

22 SOLOMON SARAH Neural evidence for a new Bayesian model of adjective-noun modification

23 SUDORGINA YULIA The role of a category name in judgment of explanations

24

25 TATONE DENIS Human adults represent giving, but not taking, actions as social interactions

26 TOMPARY ALEXA Quantifying semantic influences on distortions in episodic memory

27 VAN BUREN BENJAMIN Drawing attention: Analysis of comic strip panels reveals  capacity limits on event representations

28 VIGANò SIMONE Navigating a novel conceptual space with distance and directional codes in the human brain

29 VIGNALI LORENZO Encoding of semantic features from speech. An MEG study.

30 WILF MEYTAL Experience-induced functional connectivity modulations following visuomotor adaptation in virtual reality
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